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Coastal FC is thrilled to reassign a coach of Steven's
caliber back into an age group where players are
experiencing the BCSPL level of play for the first
time and transitioning to the 11-a-side game. He
has played a part in developing some of the best
male and female players in Canada over the years,
some of whom have gone on to feature in the
Whitecaps FC Academy, CSA REX, and National
team programs, while many others went on to play
at a provincial level. His coaching experience from
grassroots to high performance levels speaks for
itself, and he will be a huge asset in assisting in the
development of this intake group. We are certain
that those fortunate enough to be selected will feel
extremely privileged to work with Steven in what
will be a top class developmental environment.

COASTAL FC ANNOUNCES BCSPL INTAKE COACHES
FOR THE 2009-BORN BCSPL SEASON STARTING SEPTEMBER 2021

Coastal Football Club is delighted to announce
the appointments of Steven Duffy as head coach of
the 2009 born BCSPL Girls intake team, and Dave
Corke as head coach of the 2009 born BCSPL Boys
team. Both coaches will begin working in the
Coastal BCSPL High Performance Academy over
the course of the season where they will have the
opportunity to work with and scout potential
players for their respective groups. In addition,
they will also visit our regional partners (North
Delta FC & South Delta United) games and training
sessions as part of the evaluation process.

Steven holds a CSA National “B" coaching license
and has been a senior staff coach at Coastal FC for
the past 7 years. He is currently coaching the U15
Girls BCSPL team, the Coastal FC Premier Woman’s
Team, and has also spent time working in the BSCA
Provincial Program in recent years.
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Since retiring from a professional football career in England, Dave Corke has become widely
respected across the lower mainland for his contributions in developing players from
grassroots to high performance levels. Dave’s arrival into the world of coaching has saw him
become one of the most qualified and experienced coaches on the circuit, having coached
at youth to professional levels in England, Canada, and USA. Dave currently holds both UEFA
‘B” and CSA National “B” coaching licences, and is currently undertaking the CSA Youth
licence. He also coaches in the BCSPL with the Coastal FC U17 Boys team.

Coastal FC is delighted to secure the services of one of the most sought after youth coaches
in the soccer community. Dave’s involvement with the club ensures the continued delivery
of an excellent developmental environment for young aspiring players. His previous playing
and coaching experience in both professional and youth levels, combined with his ability to
communicate effectively with young players is among the best around. Dave's knowledge,
experience, and development first approach will ensure that those selected will benefit
significantly from the environment he creates.

Mark McQueen, Technical Director of Coastal FC said, “We are very happy to have secured two
of the most talented and popular coaches available within the soccer community. Both coaches
have a wealth of experience at various levels of the game, and have a proven track record of
advancing young players to higher levels. Their enthusiasm, ability to connect with young players,
and the positive environment they create will make the program an appealing destination for
many players to continue their development. The appointments of Steven and Dave, ensures our
intake players will be provided the best possible opportunity to progress their young careers.
Appointing coaches of their calibre and experience maintains our commitment to consistently
deliver the best coaches in the system. It also demonstrates that Coastal FC and our regional
partners of North Delta FC and South Delta United, continue to be at the forefront of player
development”.


